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About This Game

Runbow, and all its 9-player madness, is now on Steam!
With tons of competitive modes for up to 9 players--locally and online--and a massive Single Player Adventure, Runbow is the

crazy, colour-based platformer you've been waiting for.

The world of Runbow changes with each swipe of the background, so you'll have to stay on your toes as platforms and obstacles
disappear--If you can't see something, it doesn't exist. Fast, frantic, and fun for up to 9 players, Runbow is filled with tons of

modes and content to keep you running back for more:

 Save Poster District from the evil Satura in Adventure, and choose your own path through a massive map of over 140
single player levels.

 Take on The Bowhemoth, a single, ultra-difficult challenge in the belly of a colossal beast. On your own or with
friends, its sure to test the skills of even the toughest platforming veterans.

 Go head to head with your friends, locally or online, in Run, Arena, or King of the Hill, for a colourful, crazy
competition. Host a Private Game for you or your friends, or hop into an Open Party and take on the world!

 Tons of costumes and Indie Guest Characters are waiting for you to unlock, including Shovel Knight,
CommanderVideo, Shantae, Lilac, and many more.
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 Challenge yourself with 68 Steam Achievements! Be the first on your friends list to unlock them all!

 Hundreds of pieces of unlockable Gallery content await you, from concept art to characters, and even a few hidden
secrets...

With 9-player madness locally or online, 5 game modes, 19 guest characters, hundreds of levels, and tons more content all in
one unforgettable colourful game, you better get ready to Runbow!

Default Controls

All Controls are fully remappable, but if you want to get running quickly, here's everything you need to know:

Player 1
Movement: WASD

Jump: F
Attack: G
Taunt: H

Player 2
Movement: Up, Down, Left, Right

Jump: Comma
Attack: Period

Taunt: /

Runbow is fully ready to support Xbox One and Playstation 4 controllers. Any similar-style controllers will default to Xbox
bindings. But if you can get a controller connected, Runbow will let you remap it in the options menu!
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Title: Runbow
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
13AM Games
Publisher:
13AM Games
Release Date: 18 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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If you are into hoard shooting with a challenge, this game is for ya! Design seems well put together as well as the story line and
voice acting. Kind of like the gravity feel like in "Lone Echo" at the beginning as well. I didn't get a whole lot of time into the
game yet, but it's pretty enjoyable from a starting stand point.. WHAT IS THIS PILE OF♥♥♥♥♥♥EH? WHAT THE
ACTUAL♥♥♥♥♥♥IS THIS????
-1/10 It's not even a game, it's a mess.. Absolutely excellent semi-casual game, gives a very good investigation feel and has
decent variety. Each case contains:

*) Multiple locations to check out, each of which corresponds to a separate mahjong solitaire puzzle. Solve slightly-easier
mahjong to get clues. Generally, more puzzles are available than you'll need, and you can try to solve the case at any point.
*) Use clues to identify suspects as perpetrators -- there's different kinds. You can discover new suspects or find alibis that rule
out old ones, you might learn facts about the suspects, or the perpetrator, and perpetrator facts are solid enough but vague
enough that you actually have to think about it. What is "average height"? Obviously the 4'11" girl can go, but what about the
5'9" one? It strikes a delicate balance.
*) Interrogate suspects for more clues -- which is a Memory minigame with yet more tiles. Turn over tiles two at a time, trying
to find matches. The better you do, the more facts you get about that suspect -- or, they might even confess under pressure.
*) You have a phone, which occasionally gets anonymous tips or clues from the lab -- which tends to go off when you're busy
doing something else, making it mildly (but not terribly) more difficult to concentrate on the puzzles.
*) Smooth and easy to use interface makes the logic puzzle segment a breeze to interact with, while the multiple suspects and
the nature of the clues ("at least one suspect has bloodtype AB+" : if there's two suspects, you can't rule out other bloodtypes,
but when one suspect has several suspicious traits...) keep things novel and interesting.

It fits a lot of genres I like together into one thing. Casual puzzles, tacked together with just enough narrative to make each one
have meaning and context, and enough variety and inter-relatedness to keep it interesting.
A+!

My only critique is that it could possibly use more suspect portraits, or be more careful about which one gets assigned where
(double-chin lady probably shouldn't be described as having a light build, for example), but that's minor.. This is basically what I
would've liked to do with so many characters from so many other Games.

This game is very fun and even though at this point there are still a few things to iron out and maybe a bit more content to add I
do not regret spending 5 bucks on this in any way.. Dear haiters.
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How can you not get this?. Honestly a fresh concept amongst the "wave of battle royals"
id love to work with IOA Games and help them produce some steam icons and such

No ingame purchases, just pure grinding... needs a few tweaks but other than that
such an amazingly fresh feel to 1 v 100 games

id love to see some more character customization (face, hair, ect), would also love to see a reward for EA (early access)
players...

Other than that, the game just lacks popularity (youll end up waiting 10 minutes for a game with 6 people) but obviously that
will change with publicity and more people buying the game... $5 is a good price, i wouldnt have paid $10. Good if you want to
experience TABS early but I suggest you wait awhile until the constant crashing and possibly more units are added. Very useful
thing. With a good race online u can get 3000+ xp and in some cases in time attacks 4000.. just about. It helps leveling up. I
usually level up about 5-8 levels every day during online.. I recently started getting back into magic after being inactive for
around 15 years. However, other than standard tournaments, I don't have many opportunities to play against other players, so I
figured I needed an online version of magic to practice. Magic duels is OK to get back into the mechanics and see what other
people play, but other than that, it's a HUGE disappointment:

- Insane grind. buying boosters as a poor kid in the 90ies (p2w in its pure form) was more fun.

- Stupid deck restrictions: rares 2x, uncommons 3x (to keep serious players away or p2w low?)

- Strange format: not pure standard, balance seems off ( banned smuggler's copter still being played, too many cheap removal
spells...)

- Terrible connectivity: connection losses all the time, dropped players get replaced by AI and most of the time, you have to beat
the AI in order to not receive a loss, alt+tab is all it takes to get disconnected, possibly lots of room for exploits. Lags are so hard
that often you can't hit the stop button to react to your opponent, which defeats the whole purpose of playing magic.

- No possibility to interact with other players: no chat, no trade, nothing. Which might be wise, because...

- The duels community equals the bottom of the magic community. You won't find many good matches, real magic fans are
probablly somewhere else to be found. Often enough, playing a removal spell is all that it takes for your opponent to pull the
plug and let the AI take over.... which surprisingly often leads to the AI coming back hard and winning a lost match... and then
there are these \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s just waiting everytime as long as the timer allows (playing a
land after waiting for 1 minute) to make YOU unpatient and disconnect, giving them a default win.

- Always playing against the same decks. Right now: red burn, topters, green ramp, sphinx tutelage. boring.

- The campaigns are a joke. The way they try to tell stories is just unworthy of the magic universe. It's nothing but still images
and written dialouge, combined with a muted 90ies-style render-cutscene at the end of each campaign. And the stories are just
boring. It rather ruins the unvierse for me...

- Presentation is rudimentary at best. Graphics are just the cards, a boring table, generic FX like fireballs and lightnings... even
tablets could do better. There is only 1 music track playing throughout the whole game and it will drive you insane after the 2nd
loop.

I honestly can't find a reason to play this other than getting a very blury first impression of what magic the gathering is and that
it's probably best to stay away from it lol. Do yourself a favor and play real magic or Xmage. I honestly can't understand the
people giving this a thumps up. Probably the kind of people going to McDonalds when they're hungry and liking
every\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on facebook.... This is a nice little seek and find mixed in with some minor
questing...... All in all a good time sink....
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